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CANSPECT CORPORATION'S (CANSPECT) inspectors are committed to providing the best
services in inspection, expediting, and quality control to ensure that the products meet our
clients’ specifications, that they conform to the agreed level of quality and, as well, that they
comply with internationally recognized standards.

          

  

  

To meet its international inspection procedures, CANSPECT maintains a world-wide network of
over 500 inspectors. They are a highly qualified group of engineers and disciplined inspectors
who maintain current knowledge of the latest international standards, methods, and techniques. 

        

With training and experience in engineering and management CANSPECT Consultants assist
our clients in the following ways:

    -  pre-inspection surveys and risk analysis;
    -  manufacturing supervision and quality assurance;
    -  visual and dimensional checking, testing, packing and loading supervision, and
    -  compliance for contractual requirements and standards.
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    CANSPECT engineers deliver a broad range of engineering and scientific consulting solutionsto clients in domestic and foreign markets.Our professional engineers are qualified practitioners who can help you:    -  turn your ideas and concepts into successful working projects/products/services;    -  reduce your costs and save money;    -  protect the environment and public safety;    -  maximize productivity and opportunities, and    -  overcome or minimize limitations.              CANSPECT provides the following Non Destructive Testing (NDT) services:    -  Mechanical;    -  chemical;    -  agricultural;    -  bulk commodities; and    -  online   inspection of pipes, valves, fittings, etc.  For testing services, Canspesct uses independent laboratories to ensure   objectivity andtransparency.           CANSPECT provides technical training for management on inspection   procedures, operationsand maintenance, inclusive of international   standards and regulations. These can be arrangedfor organizations   and/or individuals.    CANSPECT also provides specialized training in the various techniques of Non DestructiveTesting (NDT), including training for PT2 NDT Operators, MT2 NDT Operators, RT2 NDTOperators, UT2 NDT Operators, VT2 NDT Operators, ET2 NDT Operators and LT2 NDTOperators.  
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